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EU EUDAMED Current Status

EU Medical Devices Regulation (MDR) and In Vitro Diagnostics Regulation (IVDR) Set 
the Tone for Entirely New Set of Regulations 

Due to weaknesses in the regulatory framework, legislation was passed to reform the EUDAMED 
platform, previously built around the three EU directives (Medical Devices Directive 93/42/EEC, Active 
Implantable Medical Device Directive (AIMDD) 90/385/EEC, In Vitro Diagnostic Directive (IVDD) 
98/79/EC), to two legally binding EU regulations: Medical Devices Regulation (MDR) 2017/745 and 
In Vitro Diagnostics Regulation (IVDR) 2017/746. While there will be more uniformity for regulations 
country to country, this is an entirely new set of required specifications. The EC published a high-level 
step-by-step guide for medical device regulations.

Reed Tech Fact Sheet

EU EUDAMED 
Current Status 

EUDAMED implementation is well underway and project momentum is crucial as we approach 
the inevitable launch. There are multiple implementation steps, some (if not all) already in process, 
including understanding regulations, determining requirements, identifying gaps, executing a plan, 
preparing data/systems/documentation, engaging a Notified Body and securing assessment approvals, 
registering your organization and devices, and updating labels.

Reed Tech is here to provide you with valuable help as you move forward with EU requirements, 
specializing in imperative Unique Device Identification (UDI) submissions.

https://www.reedtech.com/
https://ec.europa.eu/health/system/files/2020-09/md_manufacturers_factsheet_annex_en_0.pdf
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/
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EU EUDAMED Current Status

1EUDAMED Minimum Viable Product means that the system developed implements at least the minimum Medical Devices Regulations requirements and allows competent authorities and all stakeholders to 
comply with their legal obligations.

Your portfolio may fall into one of these three different categories: 

If device changes include a different product version, such as significant design changes, intended use, 
safety, efficacy, then a new MDR/IVDR device must be created. 

EUDAMED Timeline
The modules for Actor and Device/UDI registration are open currently for voluntary use. Initial 
EUDAMED go-live will be a Minimally Viable Product (MVP), with the end of EUDAMED 
MVP development for all 6 modules slated to occur at the end of 2023. 
Q4 2023 Q1-Q2 2024 Q2 2024 Q2 2024 Q4 2024 Q2 2026

End of the EU-
DAMED MVP1 
development for all 
six modules

Independent Audit Audit results 
presented to the 
Medical Devices 
Coordination Group 
(MDCG)

EUDAMED has 
achieved full func-
tionality following 
the outcome of the 
Audit. 

Publication of a 
Commission notice 
in the Official Journal 
of the European 
Union (OJEU) The full 
EUDAMED system is 
ready

End of the 6 month 
transitional period 
after publication of 
the notice in the 
OJEU

Fully functional 
EUDAMED (all 6 
modules) goes live. 

The use of 
EUDAMED 
becomes mandatory 
as regards 
obligations and 
requirements related 
to Actors, Vigilance, 
Clinical Instigation 
& Performance 
Studies and Market 
Surveillance modules

End of 24 months 
transitional period 
after the publication 
of the notice in the 
OJEU

The use of EU-
DAMED becomes 
mandatory as re-
gards to obligations 
and requirements 
related to UDI/
Device and NB & 
Certificate modules

Key MDR/IVDR Changes Include:

• All Notified Bodies acting under the previous directives all need to be re-designated
• All products need to be re-registered
• Some products may need to be in a higher class and/or need clinical re-evaluation
• All products need UDI identification and to be registered in EUDAMED
• All products need updated Labeling content
• Revised Quality Management and Post-market Surveillance Systems

Legacy Devices have a directive 
certificate (MDD) attached and 
can continue to be placed on the 
market for a certain period. They 
must be registered in EUDAMED 
with special identifiers (EUD-DI & 
EUD-ID), but no UDI requirement.

Equivalent Devices are the same 
device as a Legacy Device (same 
specs and design) however, have 
met the MDR and IVDR regulations 
and are placed on the market as 
compliant to the MDR. They must 
be registered to EUDAMED with 
BUDI and UDI-DI specifications 
with a UDI and Medical Device 
symbol.

MDR/IVDR Compliant Devices 
have design, intended use, 
functions, efficacy and safety 
changes and need to be evaluated 
to the MDR (through clinical 
studies and additional research) 
and are required to be registered to 
EUDAMED with BUDI and UDI-
DI specifications with a UDI and 
Medical Device symbol.

https://www.reedtech.com/referrals-to-reed-tech-gg/
https://www.reedtech.com/
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/
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EU EUDAMED Current Status

EUDAMED UDI Module Work in Progress 

The European Commission delivery roadmap is quickly paced and quarterly releases to the playground 
and production will be distributed. The releases will only contain changes made to the Actor Device and 
Certificate Modules. Progress and status thus far include:

• Multiple playground and production environment updates expected in 2022. Their focus is to
receive feedback on Minimally Viable Products (MVP).

• Bugs reported in previous iterations of playground testing are still pending resolution. It is
important, if you have access to the playground, to take part in testing and provide feedback to
the EUDAMED support team.

• Several data exchange services have not been released yet, such as marketing and container
package information, and have no way to be updated currently. It is expected to be released in
2022 Q1 for testing in the playground.

• Improvements to bulk data exchange download of device information are needed.

EU EUDAMED State of Play 

The EU EUDAMED MDR DoA occurred on May 26, 2021 and the IVDR DoA was May 26, 2022. 
The Actor Module and UDI/Device Registration and Certificate modules for voluntary use were 
rolled out. The other three modules (Clinical Investigation, Vigilance and Post-Market Surveillance 
and Market Surveillance) are in the plan for development. 

UDI/Device Registration Module

https://www.reedtech.com/
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/
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What Does This Mean for Products Placed on the Market? 

Products must be registered for the subsequent requirements that occur when the EUDAMED notice is 
released (targeted for 2023, indicating the audit has been successful). Once released, a six-month delay 
is triggered, following EUDAMED officially open for mandatory use. An entire set of clauses then occur, 
including the beginning of an 18-month mandatory registration period and Vigilance reporting, such as a 
serious incident occurring from the device. We recommend submitting voluntary registrations before the 
mandatory use is in effect, as there are several requirements following thereafter. 

• Legacy Devices have a window for products to be placed on the market until May 26, 2024. 
There is a one-year “Sell-Off” for products in the logistic chain (items in a warehouse, on a shelf, 
etc.) and can be passed through to end users.

• The timeline for Medical Devices is determined by Class, with the Class I device DoA already in 
effect for Self-Certification submitted to the MDR. Note, UDI on Labels is separate from the  
device registration time period, a nuance for EU (different than U.S. FDA).

• The DoA for IVDR products was May 26, 2022 (Self-Certification is required).

https://www.reedtech.com/
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/
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EU Medical Device UDI and Product Registration Include:

• Label – Add UDI (Device Id + Production Id) on Device Label & Packaging, present UDI in
human-readable plain-text and Automatic Id and Data Capture (AIDC) technology

• Direct Marking (DM) – Permanently mark UDI on reusable device Label, add UDI (Device Id
+ Production Id) on Device Label & Packaging, present UDI in human-readable plain-text and
Automatic Id and Data Capture (AIDC) technology (e.g., 1D/2D barcode, RFID

• EU UDI Database (EUDAMED) – Submit DI and device attributes (102+ total) to EUDAMED
• Reporting – Include UDI in Annual Reports, Post Marketing Surveillance, Patient Implant Card

What to Do Now

1. Create UDI Environment – Create UDI Governance Team, identify UDI requirements for your
products, evaluate your situation, create UDI plan, prepare UDI infrastructure, establish UDI data
solution

2. Collect UDI Data – Setup Product ID Standard, assigned Identifiers to portfolio, assemble UDI
data, establish governance

3. Cleanse UDI Data – Verify data, normalize and validate source UDI data, establish version and
approval controls

4. Comply with Regulations – Create regulatory account, submit UDI data, verify submission
success, maintain data and systems

Best Practices 

Think Globally
• Make EU part of your Global UDI Solution – Avoid single-point solutions
• Move to a master data solution that can expand to other Health Authorities, including health

authorities with local representation requirements

Start Now
• Learn EU MDR/IVDR policy, EUDAMED, UDI, your requirements/timing, etc.
• By MDR Date of Application (DoA): Assign Basic UDI-DI and UDI-DI to products, Self-Certify

MDR Class I devices
• Create EUDAMED account: Register in Actor Module now to receive SRN, prepare/collect

documents before registering (AR must register before Non-EU Manufacturer)
• Start product certification using Notified Bodies
• Avoid expected backlog of EC and NB support: Do what you can based on published info; EC

quote, “High number of devices on the market, Anticipated bottleneck in reviews by notified bodies,
Ongoing need to interpret certain provisions of the Regulations”

Watch for Updates
• EC implementation is subject to change
• Expect EC and MDCG to frequently update timing and add guidance

https://www.reedtech.com/
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/
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Prepare Infrastructure and UDI Data 
• System upgrades can be time consuming
• EU UDI dataset has twice the number of US UDI attributes and is more complex
• Data collection and cleansing can take longer than expected
• Prepare to leverage EUDAMED playground once it opens to additional manufacturers

Reed Tech Provides Valuable Help in Preparing for the EU EUDAMED Launch

• Guidance and Expertise – Access subject matter expert UDI knowledge to shape your UDI data
management strategy for EU, FDA, other regulators and business partners worldwide

• Data Collection Tools – Efficiently collect EUDAMED data and discover gaps via Reed Tech data
templates

• System Test Environment – Exercise and verify successful data transfer and import functionality
from your system to the Reed Tech system

• Data Cleansing Platform – Support your early efforts in ensuring your data meets the EUDAMED
data validation rules

• Structured UDI Repository – Manage, control and store your UDI values and attributes in a
secure environment from inception to support

Get Best-in-Class Guidance and Support 

Reed Tech provides valuable support in preparing for the inevitable EUDAMED implementation. Contact 
the Reed Tech Team for more information and explore how Reed Tech can help you meet your global 
Medical Device UDI data management challenges and requirements.

Call: 1-215-557-3010 
Email: MedDevice@ReedTech.com

Additional Resources
• UDI Product Data & EUDAMED, Get Onboard! Free Webinar Recording and Slides
• Knowledge Center
• Virtual Events

https://www.greenlight.guru/webinar/udi-product-data-and-eudamed-get-onboard?utm_campaign=Reed%20Tech%20webinar%201-27-22&utm_source=Partner%20webinar&utm_campaign=LS%20-%20Global%20UDI&utm_source=GreenlightGuru&utm_medium=GG
https://www.reedtech.com/knowledge-center/?utm_campaign=LS%20-%20UDI%20Requirements%20in%20Asia%20Webinar%20Feb%2022&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9l7ZhmvbxzOcWvu0g-Q-MEy6ypRdLhpkJMM0zzz0nxm7Rqm-pNmrT2knE2XX7KvIBKmwI8
https://www.reedtech.com/life-sciences-virtual-events/?utm_campaign=LS%20-%20UDI%20Requirements%20in%20Asia%20Webinar%20Feb%2022&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9l7ZhmvbxzOcWvu0g-Q-MEy6ypRdLhpkJMM0zzz0nxm7Rqm-pNmrT2knE2XX7KvIBKmwI8
https://www.reedtech.com/
https://www.reedtech.com/unique-device-identification-udi/



